
 

 
 
 
 
 

November, 2015 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

ONE HUNDRED SEVENTIETH REUNION 
September 11-12, 2015 

 
Pictured are: 

Front L to R: John Paul Schmidt, Tim Harrol 
Bass, Sr., Mark Albert Hilyard, Gregory Alan 
Snortland. 
Back L to R: Leonard G. Seymour, 32°KCCH; 
P.V.M. Keith A. Head, 32° KCCH; Reunion 
Director William C. Austin, 32° KCCH, Venerable 
Master Jesse Callender, 32° KCCH. 
 

CLASS OFFICERS 
 

President…………….Gregory Alan Snortland, 32° 
Vice President………........ John Paul Schmidt, 32° 
Orator…………………...Tim Harrol Bass, Sr., 32° 
Treasurer………………..Mark Albert Hilyard, 32° 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2015 CHRISTMAS PARTY 
DECEMBER 12, 2015 – 6:30 p.m.      

PRIME RIB DINNER ***(FIRST PAID 120 RESERVATIONS ONLY)***   
DINNER * ENTERTAINMENT * GIFTS 

Send reservation form with check payable to Scottish Rite by December 4th    (Please detach this and return) 

Christmas Party Reservation 
Name ____________________________________________ No. ________@ $20 ea. = $ __________ 

Return to: 
Great Falls Scottish Rite ● 1304 13th Street South ● Great Falls, MT 59405-4611 

 

ROBE ROOM 
CREW 

(left picture) 
Front L to R:  
Chairman, Robert L. 
Quenemoen, 32° KCCH; 
James W. Peretti, 32°. 
Back L to R:  

Larry L. Love, 32° KCCH; 
David Rowland, 32°. 
            STAGE CREW (pictured above) 

L to R:  David Montgomery, 32°; Chairman Emeritus, Ernest S. Rutherford, 
33°; Chairman Allan L. Hauer, 32°; Richard R. Aspinwall, 33°.  
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REUNION CONTINUED           

 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
After the dinner V.M Jesse introduced the class members:  (R to L):  Gregory A. Snortland (class 
President), wife Ann and his father Everett Snortland, 32º KCCH, his first line signer.  John P. Schmidt 
(Vice President), first line signer, Sam E. Clawson, 32°.  Mark A. Hilyard (Treasurer), wife Mary Ann, 
first line signer, Jesse Callender, 32º KCCH.   Timothy H. Bass, Sr., (Orator), wife Kristina, first line 
signer, Sam E. Clawson, 32°. 

 
Response for the Class……...Timothy H. Bass, 32º 

 
Brother Tim Bass said he had some notes but was not going to use them as some 
of the information was already covered.  He first said that he wanted to thank the 
cooks for all the great meals that were served during the reunion and tonight.  He 
also thanked all the stage crew and robe room crew for their efforts to keep 
everything running smooth.  He also complimented the degree teams for their 
efforts in making the degrees interesting and meaningful.  

VM Jesse thanked everyone for coming and stated that we will now adjourn to 
the Lodge Room for the Cap & Ring Ceremony.  

 

 

Continued on page 3 

BANQUET PROGRAM 

6:30 P.M. – September 12, 2015 

 
Master of Ceremonies-Jesse Callender, 32º KCCH 
 
Pledge of Allegiance……Keith A. Head, 32º KCCH 
 
Invocation……………...Charles J. Stein, 32º KCCH 

 

BANQUET 

 
Introductions…………..Jesse Callender, 32º KCCH 
    
   Class members, their ladies & first line signers 
  
   Class Officers 
 
 Response for the Class……...Timothy H. Bass, 32º 
 

CAP & RING CEREMONY 

IN LODGE ROOM 

 
Cap Lecture……………William C. Austin, 32º KCCH 
 
Ring Lecture………………..Daye-Llyn D. Randle, 33º  
 
 

 

Class Organization 
Clockwise L to R: Gregory A. Snortland, 
Mark A. Hilyard, Keith Head, 32º KCCH 
(obscured), V.M Jesse Callender, 32º KCCH, 
John P. Schmidt, Tim H. Bass, Sr. 

BANQUET 
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CAP & RING CEREMONY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

  

   

Al Schmidt, 33° presented 
the Cap Lecture for William 
Austin who had a medical 
problem and had to leave 
Saturday afternoon. 

Daye-Llyn Randle, 33° gave the 
Ring Lecture.  He then recited 
the words to, “If Your Scottish 
Rite Ring Could Speak.” 

L to R: Timothy Harrol Bass, Sr., 32°; 
John Paul Schmidt, 32°; Mark Albert 
Hilyard, 32°; Gregory Alan Snortland, 
32°; V.M. Jesse Callender, 32° KCCH 
(Knights of Saint Andrews Cap) 

V.M. Jesse Callender presents John 
P. Schmidt with his: cap, pin, dues 
card, Bridge of Light and rose.  Sam 
Clawson was his first line signer.  

Sam Clawson receiving star 
from Tim H. Bass while Tim’s 
wife Mary Ann and V.M. Jesse 
wait to continue. 

L to R: Timothy H. Bass, Sr. & wife Kristina; Mark A. Hilyard 
& wife Mary Ann; John P. Schmidt; Gregory A. Snortland; 
V.M. Jesse Callender on stage as program ceremony begins.  

Greg Snortland receives cap from his 
father Everett and gives him his star for 
first line signer. 

Mark A. Hilyard receives cap &  
rose from his wife Kristina. 
V.M. Jesse was his first line 
signer. 
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LANGUAGE CLINIC VOLUNTEERS LUNCH 

June 11, 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           Al and the “Boss”                                                                           Continue on page 5 

Susan Sanford and Molly Beck introduce 
our 1,000 hour recipients:  Virginia Piatt, 
Pauline Nielsen, and Linda Valentine.  
Their names will be placed on the 1,000 
Hour Plaque to hang with the 100 Hour 
Plaque in the waiting room. 

Molly introduced Kim 
Evans our latest volunteer 
to be placed on the 100 
Hour Plaque that hangs on 
the wall in the Clinic 
waiting room by Martha’s 
office. 

Pathologists 
Susan Sanford, Molly Beck 
and Martha Reeves.  Martha 
thanked everyone for 
coming and turned the 
program over to Molly. 

 

Back L to R:  Pathologist Molly Beck, 
Julie Fabrega, Barbara Nielsen, Gay 
Quenemoen, Carolyn Schmidt, Diane 
Boley, Pathologist Susan Sanford. 
Front L to R:  Marlys Bair, Audrey 
Rutherford, Pauline Nielsen, Virginia 
Piatt, Linda Valentine and Kim Evans. 

President of the Board, Albert “Al” Schmidt presented a 
gift from the Language Clinic to Julie Fabrega for her 
retirement as Secretary for the clinic. Julie was our grant 
writer, donor acknowledger, did the bank deposit paper 
work for Treasurer, took care of the Volunteer’s 
Schedule (big job) and many other good things.  We will 
miss her.  
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VOLUNTEERS LUNCH continued 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MEET THE NEWEST CLINIC PATHOLOGIST 
Gwen Nowak, M.A., CCC-SLP 

August, 2015 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Language Clinic Board members 
Worked as Servers and Chefs 

Left to right: Howard Enloe, Michael Walker, Charles 
Stein, William Austin, Leonard Reed and Robert 
Quenemoen. 

 

Past and Present Board Members 
 

Backs to us, right to left clockwise: past board 
president and head chef, Howard Enloe, Robert 
Quenemoen, Michael Walker and wife. Past Board 
Member Ernest Rutherford and wife, Past Board 
Member Roger Sherman, William Austin, and 
Leonard Reed.     

  

Gwen Novak is a licensed speech language pathologist with over 30 years of experience in public 
schools.  In recent years she has worked primarily with preschool children with special needs and is 
excited to continue her career in early intervention services at the Scottish Rite Childhood Language 
Disorders Clinic.  Gwen earned her B.A. and M.A. degrees from the University of South Dakota, 
Vermillion.  She holds the ASHA Certificate of Clinical Competence and is a member of the Montana 
Speech Language Hearing Association and the American Speech Language hearing Association.  
Gwen is a longtime resident of Great Falls.  She enjoys family activities with her husband, Craig, and 
two adult children and appreciates the variety of experiences Montana has to offer. 
Gwen is working part time for the Clinic and we are very glad to have her on the staff. 
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ARTICLE FROM THE GREAT FALLS TRIBUNE, MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 2015 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Molly Beck plays games with Lucy Cronin, 3, as a fun way of 
improving her k and g sounds at the Scottish Rite Childhood Language 
Disorders Clinic on Thursday.  Scottish Rite is celebrating a $150,000 
donation. 
 
 
 
 
 

(Photo: TRIBUNE PHOTO/JULIA MOSS) 

‘They do wonderful work here’ 
Great Falls Scottish Rite Clinic garners donation 

 
 For the first time in 13 years, Martha Reeves forms a "zero" with her fingers, and it's a good thing. 
 It's the number of kids currently on the waiting list to see a speech pathologist at the Scottish Rite Childhood Language 
Disorders Clinic, which is in large part due to major contributions from donors, like the $150,000 recently gifted to the clinic from the 
estate of John "Jack" Eidel. 
 "We have had some very generous donors," said Reeves, director of the Scottish Rite clinic. 
 Eidel's $150,000 donation, on top of two other significant donations he has made in the last decade, along with a few other 
major, anonymous gifts, have allowed the clinic to expand from one full-time and one part-time speech pathologist to two full-time 
and three part-time pathologists. 
 "Every time we had a fundraiser there would always be an extra check from Jack," Reeves said. 
 More importantly, thanks to Eidel's donations and others, the Scottish Rite clinic now serves almost 130 kids each week and 
it does it for free, regardless of a family's income. 
 Eidel died in February at 92. He was involved in a number of Masonic organizations in his lifetime, his daughter Patti 
Ashmore said. 
 "He was very involved in Masonic organizations and always felt a real love for children," she said. "He wanted to help them 
achieve their potential." 
 Her dad was never boastful about his contributions, which is why Ashmore said she just walked into the clinic this summer 
with the check quite unceremoniously. Reeves was in a therapy session with a child when Ashmore arrived. Therapy sessions are not 
to be interrupted, she said. 
 "They interrupted me and said, 'You really need to come out here,'" Reeves said. 
Reeves cried. Ashmore cried. 
 "He was not a very flashy person. He was a very humble man," Ashmore said. "I thought, 'You know what? This is how he 
would do it.' " 
 Providing help for children with language disorders has long been a national mission of the Scottish Rite, local chapter 
president Albert Schmidt said. Great Falls' Scottish Rite opened its language clinic in 1992 and has always provided the services for 
free. Language disorder clinics were opened by Scottish Rite chapters in Missoula and Billings, but do not operate in the same format 
as Great Falls.  
 "They do wonderful work here," Schmidt said. 
 Reeves said it's been her dream to have enough staff to meet the needs of young children in the community — from children 
with autism to cleft palate to children with hearing loss and more. 
 It's always nice when dreams come true.  
 "That's the first time its happened since I've been here," Reeves said. 
Reach Tribune Staff Writer Kristen Cates at 791-1463. Follow her on Twitter @GFTrib_KCates. 
 
"He was very involved in Masonic organizations and always felt a real love for children," she said. "He wanted to help them achieve 

their potential." 
 

PATTI ASHMORE 
Daughter of John “Jack” Eidel  
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR NEW HONORARY 33º BROTHER   

WILLIAM CARL AUSTIN RECEIVED THE THIRTY-THIRD DEGRE E CONFERRAL 
October 24th at the Consistory Shrine Temple, Helena, MT. 

 
William Austin has been a member since 1992.  He was appointed Assistant 
Expert of the Chapter of Rose Croix in that year; he served as Wise Master in 
2010.  His first foray in degree work came in 2006, when he became the Expert 
in the First and Third apartments of the 18th Degree.  Also in that year he 
assumed the Expert’s position in the 20th Degree and served as Grand Warder in 
the 21st Degree.  In 2008 he was picked as one of the sages in the 30th Degree.  
He began communicating degrees in 2011, when he did the 10th and 11th 
Degrees; in 2012 he acquired the communication of the 12th and 13th Degrees.  
He was placed on the membership committee in 2006 and joined the Language 
Clinic board in 2010.  He currently is completing his third year as secretary of 
that body.  During most functions in the lodge room, he runs the sound system.  

At the present time he occupies the position of Reunion Director for the Great Falls Valley; in that position he is 
responsible for seeing that the degree captains hold practices for their degree.  He also assists them in seeing 
that they have a full complement of cast members.  Brother Austin served as Venerable Master of the Lodge of 
Perfection in 2009; because of his interest and activity he was awarded KCCH in that same year.  Since exiting 
the position of Venerable Master and being awarded the KCCH he has not languished in his interest in the 
Valley.  He is still active in his various degree parts, participates in lodge activities, and is a solid promoter of 
the Rite.  In the community he is deeply involved at the local level of his political party.  He also serves the 
county government as one of its planning board members; this non-paid position deals with zoning issues and 
works to promote the orderly development of lands in the county.  Since his early days growing up on a dairy 
farm, Brother Austin has maintained his interest in agricultural issues; he presently is active in a statewide horse 
organization and travels extensively within the state to their meetings and events where both he and his wife 
have developed a wide circle of interests.   

 
CONGRATULATIONS TO BROTHERS 

HARRY ROBERT BOUGHTON AND PATRICK LYNN GORDON, SR.,  
WHO RECEIVED THE INVESTITURE OF KNIGHTS COMMANDER COURT OF HONOR 

October 24th at the Consistory Shrine Temple, Helena, MT. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Continued on page 8 
 

Harry Robert Boughton, 32° KCCH;  Patrick 
Lynn Gordon, Sr. 32° KCCH.   

Alice Boughton, wife of Harry, presents him with the cap. 
Christy Gordon, Patrick’s wife, presents him with the cap. 
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Brother Boughton’s interest in Masonic activities is steadily increasing.  He is active in his Blue Lodge, where 
he currently is the Worshipful Master.  The skills he acquired in working with people as a food inspector have 
allowed him to build a cadre of skilled ritualists for the degree work his Blue Lodge does.  He is an effective 
behind-the-scenes organizer for the lodge.  In the Scottish Rite his ability has become apparent.  He is in his 
second year as a line officer for the Lodge of Perfection; in addition to that Lodge he is the Junior Warden for 
the Chapter of Rose Croix.  He is an effective contributor in a number of degrees during the reunions.  He is the 
Assistant Expert in the 14th Degree, Thadeus of Poland in the 21st Degree, the second officer of the 27th Degree 
and the First Counselor in the 31st Degree.  Another place where Brother Boughton’s talents are noted with 
much appreciation is in the kitchen; he is a valuable and willing helper of our head chef.  His wife has also 
become deeply involved in Masonic circles, as she is serving as an officer in a Great Falls Eastern Star chapter.  
He supports her in that endeavor as he went through the chairs and is a Past Patron of the Order.  Since they live 
in an area out of town, and he has an interest in the Old West and is an avid shooter, he has hosted a variety of 
shooting competitions for lodge brothers.  His land has also been used as a venue for a number of outdoor 
Master Mason degrees.  Brother Boughton has broadened the scope of this Scottish Rite Valley by sharing his 
varied interests with the brothers. 
 
Brother Gordon’s jovial personality and persuasiveness have had a positive effect in all areas that he touches.  
He is proficient at what he does, easily attracts others to work with him, eagerly solicits opinions of others and 
is openly appreciative of what others do.  Patrick Gordon, who assumed the position of head chef for the 
Valley, replaced Howard Enloe who served in that position for many years.  With Pat’s arrival a new crew of 
workers was brought into the kitchen; these men are assigned a task and left to perform that duty.  He has 
successfully endeavored to maintain the high quality of production in the kitchen that Howard established 
through the years.  The members, wives, widows and guests have spread the word about his cooking talents—
the result was a cadre of attendees that has remained steady and is appreciative of the hard job being performed. 
In addition to performing his duties as head chef, Patrick sits on the Language Clinic board, where he has 
become one of the major fund raisers for this charity.  He and another member gathered donations—both 
monetary and in-kind—from various businesses in the community for the Language Clinic spaghetti dinner and 
auction.  Approximately half of the auction items in the silent auction were garnered by these two brothers.  
Another area of commitment for Brother Gordon is his Blue Lodge; he is currently serving a second 
consecutive term as master of his lodge.  During his first term there were six candidates initiated into the Craft.  
In addition to these duties Brother Gordon is working his way through the line of the Lodge of Perfection, was 
the Commander of the Council of Kadosh two years ago and is still involved in one reunion degree that does 
not interfere with his responsibilities in the kitchen.  Since joining the Scottish Rite, Brother Gordon has 
definitely made a positive impact on the Great Falls Valley. 

 
BROTHER ALLAN LAWRENCE HAUER 

RECEIVED THE INVESTITURE OF KNIGHTS COMMANDER COURT OF HONOR 
  November 4th at the Billings Scottish Rite 

 
Although Brother Hauer is fairly new to the fraternity, he has an interest to learn, 
and a willingness to work in many areas.  He is also an excellent Ritualist because 
of his speaking ability and the sincerity of his delivery.  He quickly moved through 
the line of his Blue Lodge and is one of its more active Past Masters.  When degree 
work is conferred he is immediately solicited, to take a leading role.  His degree 
work in the Scottish Rite is of the same high quality as in the Blue Lodge.  He is 
the Senior Warden in the 4th Degree. 
 
 

Continue on page 9 
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In the 21st Degree he plays the role of Count Reinfred; without his performance this degree would lack its vigor.  
Outside of the degree work, he is deeply involved in Valley activities.  This next year he will be the Commander of 
the Council of Kadosh.  As one of the new men to join the kitchen crew, Brother Hauer has been providing the 
crowning glory for our lodge dinners.  He, single handedly, creates the desserts the attendees enjoy—these delicacies 
are done without assistance of other cooks and without any expense to the lodge.  He is a devout member of his 
church—he teaches Sunday school and church education classes, and is deeply involved in the church adult fraternal 
organizations where he holds statewide offices and works as part of their ritual teams.  One of his former jobs was 
operating a family owned roller skating arena.  In that setting, he dealt with many youngsters who came to regard 
him as a father figure.  In more than one instance he provided counsel to both boys and girls about good decision 
making and leading an upright life; these men and women, who are now adults are not shy about seeking him out to 
thank him for his sage guidance.  All of this is taken in stride and with deep humility.  Another area where he is 
involved assisting youngsters is with the Montana Grand Lodge Bikes for Books program.  He is his lodge 
coordinator for the project.  He is also the lodge coordinator for the assembly and distribution of food baskets 
through the St. Vincent DePaul organization.  Brother Hauer truly provides positive leadership in many forms 
through his community, church, and Masonic connections.  He exemplifies the good of Masonic teachings.  
 
Dear Brothers, 
 

 It always seems that at this time of the year, the Venerable Master comments on the year speeding by, and I 
find that I am no different, I just don’t know where there time has gone? It seems like I was just being installed, and 
we are already through spring, summer, and into fall, with great events like the night at the baseball game, and the 
fall reunion behind us, and the final meetings and events of the year rapidly approaching. It has been a great year, 
and that is all due to the assistance and support of everyone who has helped make each meeting, event, and function 
a success.  
 I would like to welcome our new brothers from the fall reunion, Timothy Bass, Mark Hilyard, John Schmidt, 
and Greg Snortland. I’m sure you will enjoy your membership, and we look forward to working with you in the 
coming years. I also want to thank all of the brothers who made our fall reunion a reality, especially those that 
stepped in at the last minute to fill in for those brothers who could not be there.  The brothers in the degrees did a 
great job, the stage and prop departments had everything looking great and flowing smoothly, the kitchen crew had 
everyone well fed, and the Knights of St. Andrew kept our new brothers busy while communicating the degrees that 
were not performed.  
 I would also like to remind everyone that their assistance and input in the running of the Valley is important. 
We all have many commitments in life, and adding another can seem to be impossible, but if we all do a little, we 
can accomplish great things.  For those interested in the running of the Valley, I would invite you to attend the 
advisory board meetings on the third Monday of the month at 6 pm. The advisory board discusses the various issues 
concerning the Valley and makes recommendations to the lodge for action.  All brothers are welcome to attend.  For 
those who have some spare time they would like to give, please contact the office to find out what projects are in the 
works. It might be helping set up for a dinner or function, helping out in the kitchen, or mowing the lawn, but there 
is always something that needs a person to get it done.  Without involvement and assistance from all of our 
members, our organization cannot grow to its full potential. 
 For those brothers who haven’t been to a meeting in a while, I would invite you to consider coming back. 

The dinners prepared by Bro. Pat Gordon and his kitchen crew are the best deal in town for 
excellent food, and you won’t leave hungry. We also have an educational program at each 
meeting, and I guarantee you will leave having learned something new about Masonry or the 
Scottish Rite.  
 Finally, I would like to invite everyone to attend our Christmas Party on December 
12th, at 6:30pm.  We have an evening of great food, giveaways, and music planned, so get your 
reservations in early, and I look forward to seeing you there! 
 

Fraternally,  
Jesse Callender 
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PAST VENERABLE MASTERS AND FEAST OF TISHRI CELEBRAT ED 

OCTOBER 26, 2015 
VM Jesse Callender, 32° 
KCCH, introduced each 
PVM by name and had 
them give their year of 
service and stand to be 
honored. 
 
 
 

 
                         Front L to R: William C. Austin, 33º (2009); Albert “Al Schmidt, 33º (1997); Richard R. 
                         Aspinwall, 33º (2006); Robert H. Oakland, 33º (1975); Robert D. Rowe, 33º (1974).   
                            Back L to R: Roger H. Sherman, 33º (2007); Robert M. Kampfer, 33º (1998); Leonard D. 
                         Reed, 32º KCCH (2012); VM Jesse Callender, 32º KCCH; John M. Metcalf, 32º KCCH (2011). 
 

Other living PVM’s not present: Edwin “Ted” Byers, 33º (1969); Stone E. Paulson, 33º (1978); Wayne H. 
Huffman, 32º KCCH (1988); James W. Audet, 33º (1994); B. Donald MacGillivray, 33º (1999); Bradford K. 
Clark, 32º (2002); Gayle R. Florence, 32º KCCH (2003); Craig R. Ulrich, 32º (2005); William P. Baillie, 32º 
KCCH (2008); Everett M. Snortland, 32º KCCH (2010); Michael A. Walker, 32º KCCH (2013); Keith Head, 
32º KCCH (2014). 

                                          FEAST OF TISHRI 
Leonard G. Seymour, 32° KCCH, Commander of the Council of Kadosh  
The Masonic toast--what is it and where did it come from?  Tonight’s program is 
primarily for the ladies who have always wondered about the strange things the 
brothers do during this feast. Why all the banging of the glasses on the tables during the 
toast?  Before we proceed further, let me quote a short line from Shakespeare. 
“Falstaff: Bardolf, I say, go fetch me a quart of sack, put toast in it!” 
     That line is from the Merry Wives of Windsor, Act 3, Scene 5.  Now you know 
where the term Toast came from. This was the literal practice of using a piece of 

charred or spiced toast to cut the acidity of wine that was used in the day. This was also a practice acquired 
from the Romans in the 6th Century B.C. The wine was much too acidic. The term Sack was a wine cut, or 
fortified with brandy and consumed by the Elizabethan middle-class. 
     All forms of a toast can be placed into three categories:  a) for honor, b) for use of a libation or toast for 
religious purposes, and c) for good will and forms of a celebration.  The Feast of Tishri, which we as Scottish 
Rite Masons celebrate, is a harvest festival of renewal and for the reconnection of brotherhood—which places 
this event under the third category. 
     Perhaps one of the most interesting Masonic actions of the toast is the “charging” of the glasses and the loud 
rap of the glass on the table after each toast. Let me explain. This is what is known in Masonic circles as 
“Masonic Fire”.  It was a toast given by officers before battle to unite each other in duty and honor by 
simulating canon fire of an artillery barrage.  Thus the glasses were charged (with powder) then the toast, 
followed by the slamming of the glasses which was the sound of firing the canon.  Many Masonic toasts were 
recorded during the 1600’s wherein lots of singing ensued and the songs recorded. 
The protocol of the drink being from a shared pitcher can be traced back to the Greeks during the 6th century 
B.C. as prevention from a bad habit of using wine to poison ones political enemies or associates. 
                            “Charge, then with Liquid Power, Each his sound-bottom’d Bumper. 
                               As to the King and Craft we sing, it should be with a Thumper.” 
Toast Officers:  Jesse Callender, 32° KCCH; Mark Hilyard, 32°; Kenneth Quaschnik, 32°; Charles J. Stein, 32° 
      KCCH; David A. Montgomery, 32°;   
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After the program the men went to the Lodge Room for the stated meeting and the ladies attended a program 
presented by Veronica Ronnau, owner of Pizazz.  She discussed the downtown businesses and encouraged the 
ladies to come down and check out the many wonderful places and people downtown.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE RITE CORNER 
“Practicing Masonry” 

David L. Nielsen, Deputy in Montana 
 

  Can Masonry be the vehicle to promote a higher standard of civility in public discourse?  After study of 
this topic I believe Masonry can be the leader in this civic movement.  However, if Masonry is to be the 
example, we must constantly be on guard to ensure that our own affairs and social practices live up to the 
expectations that we have for the rest of society. 
 We can all recall unpleasant exchanges between members in the course of a meeting including snide 
comments and rude manners.  If we are expected to put into the practice outside the lodge what we have learned 
inside the lodge, then our task is to really learn to understand the meaning of brotherly love, relief, truth and 
charity. 
 I have noticed that in society when there is a problem or concern we want to find a person to blame and 
hold accountable.  We want to personalize decisions with which we disagree.  Sometimes bad things just 
happen and mistakes are made.  Rather than spending a lot of energy searching out a culprit and focusing on 
degrading that person completely, we should work to solve the problem.  I learned at a leadership seminar that 
when a person errs, the best course of action is to “fess up and fix it.”  This advice eliminates unnecessary time 
to hide the problem, minimize the involvement, or to try to shift the blame.   
 None of us agree on all things but we can disagree on the topic while still being respectful of others.  
Too often when we disagree with another we want to personalize the disagreement and demonize the person.  
When we personalize the disagreement this can lead to a making untrue derogatory comments to show just how 
evil our disagreeable the opponent really is.  The exaggeration of facts and fabrications of evidence can 
unfortunately follow.  Our ability to demonize and rationalize the evil is only limited by ones imagination and is 
not bound by actual facts.  I have seen people concoct “facts” to show just how bad a person is with whom they 
disagree.  This does not make for acceptable Masonic behavior or civil discourse. 
 I was once reading about a college football coach who was defending his punter who fumbled the ball 
which was recovered for the winning touchdown by the opposing team.  Posts on social media were brutally 
harsh attacking the player’s character.  First of all, it was just a game.  Is the loss of one game in the season 
enough justification to defame the character of a fine young man who is probably playing football to pay his 
way through school?  Second, will it matter six months or one year from now?  These thoughts and the lesson 
they contain were learned by me as a young parent trying to raise perfect children.   I could take even a minor 
infraction and enlarge it to a major world event.  I was asked to apply the simple test of whether it would matter 
one week, one month or one year from now.  In our Masonic business, we should ask ourselves whether the 
disagreement or the result will matter in the future.  I have seen members threaten to quit if their memory of 
past fraternal business transactions was proven wrong.  I hope that they will weigh the importance of their 
membership against the embarrassment of an inaccurate recollection.  The question then, is whether our actions 
and reactions correspond in magnitude to the issue?  This is the mystery.  We must balance the issues and weigh 
the consequences of our actions as our life unfolds. 

IN MEMORIAM 
Peyton Herbert Bennett              Donald Lee Broxson               John Robert Dyrdahl        
Rodney Johnson                      William Madison, Jr.              Arthur William Mills 
Thomas Mack Quinn    

 



  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  CHECK OUR WEB SITE:   http://greatfallsscottishri te.org/ 
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STATED MEETING 
4th Monday of each month.  Dark in June & July  

 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: Please notify the 
secretary of your current address, including the 
Zip Code and suite number, as well as your phone 
number if it has changed.  Also, please furnish 
your e-mail address if you have one. 

 

REMEMBER! 
“Mark Your Calendar” 

 

Nov.  16 Advisory Council Meeting—6:00 p.m. 
Nov.  23 Dinner 6:30 p.m. – Stated Meeting 
 Honoring 50-year Members 
 Ladies Program 
 
Dec.   12 Dinner 6:30 p.m. – Christmas Party 
Dec.   14 Advisory Council Meeting—6:00 p.m. 
Dec.   18 Language Clinic Christmas Party-10:00 a.m. 
Dec.   21 Stated Meeting 7:30 p.m. Election of Officers  

 No Dinner 
2016 

Jan.   18 Advisory Council Meeting—6:00 p.m. 
Jan.   25  Dinner – 6:30 p.m. – Open Meeting & 
   Installation of Officers 
 
Feb.  TBA K.C. & S.R. Dinner  
   Scottish Rite Dining Room 
   1304 13th Street South 
   

CHECK WEB SITE FOR COMPLETE MASONIC 
CALENDAR 

http://greatfallsscottishrite.org  
 

Scottish Rite Childhood Language Disorders Clinic 
727-1088 

2016 
DUES NOTICES WILL BE 

OUT SHORTLY 
PLEASE THINK KINDLY OF 

YOUR LODGE  
 


